Finding the most interesting correlations among items is essential for problems in many commercial, medical, and scientific domains. Although there are numerous measures available for evaluating correlations, different correlation measures provide drastically different results. Piatetsky-Shapiro provided three mandatory properties for any reasonable correlation measure, and Tan et al. proposed several properties to categorize correlation measures; however, it is still hard for users to choose the desirable correlation measures according to their needs. In order to solve this problem, we explore the effectiveness problem in three ways. First, we propose two desirable properties and two optional properties for correlation measure selection and study the property satisfaction for different correlation measures. Second, we study different techniques to adjust correlation measures and propose two new correlation measures: the Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction and the Simplified χ 2 with Support. Third, we analyze the upper and lower bounds of different measures and categorize them by the bound differences. Combining these three directions, we provide guidelines for users to choose the proper measure according to their needs.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of scanning devices, the Internet, and computer storage technologies, companies in diverse sectors such as retailing, banking, and telecom compile large databases on consumers' past transactions. Each record in a typical market basket transaction dataset corresponds to a transaction, which contains a unique identifier and a set of items bought by a given customer. The analysis of relationships between items is fundamental in many data mining problems. For example, the central task of association analysis [Agrawal et al. 1993] is to discover a set of items that co-occur frequently in a transaction database. Regardless of how the relationships are defined, such analysis requires a proper measure to evaluate the dependencies among items. The stronger the dependence relationship is, the more interesting the pattern.
In this article, we only study the correlation for binary data. Numeric data can be handled by canonical correlation analysis [Johnson and Wichern 2001] , which won't be the same set of properties. Instead, one recent paper [Tew et al. 2013 ] categorized measures directly according to their ranking list similarity. No matter how measures are categorized, two fundamental questions are still not answered. Which one can tell correlated patterns from uncorrelated patterns better? If there is a ranking difference between two measures, what is the difference? Some other studies focus on selecting the best measure that can tell correlated patterns from uncorrelated patterns in a specific application. But they cannot explain why this measure can do better than others. In addition, different measures are selected as the best in different domains [Dunning 1993; Bate et al. 1998 ]. Furthermore, different measures are selected as the best in the same application but different datasets . Therefore, the goal of our research is trying to address these two fundamental questions better. In addition, different from most of the previous research, we study the performance not only on correlated pair search but also on correlated itemset search. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, we maintain a comprehensive list of correlation measures that have an explicit comparison to the expectation from the assumption of independence and test them against our proposed guidelines. In addition, we only focus on the selection of correlation measures in this article. However, another related issue on correlation search is the efficiency problem. Even if we successfully select the right correlation measure, we might not be able to get the result for a large dataset if we cannot solve the efficiency problem. Xiong et al. [2006a Xiong et al. [ , 2006b made some significant progress on correlated pair search for φ Correlation Coefficient. Duan et al. [2013] proposed a Token-ring algorithm on correlated pair search for more general correlation measures. Zhang and Feigenbaum [2006] studied the distribution of the φ-coefficient and relaxed the upper bound in TAPER in order to speed up the search. Duan and Street [2009] proposed a fully correlated itemset framework to speed up the high-dimensional correlation search for any good correlation measure that satisfies the three mandatory properties in Section 2.1.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, important correlation properties and different correlation measures will be discussed. The correlation properties are used to guide the choice of different correlation measures. Section 3 shows the experimental results. Finally, we draw a conclusion in Section 4.
CORRELATION MEASURES
Since some correlation measures can only be used for pairs, we categorize correlation measures into the general and pair-only types. Both types can evaluate correlation for pairs, but only the general type can evaluate correlation for itemsets. In this section, we discuss correlation properties and measures for both types.
Correlation Properties
There are some general correlation properties that both types need to satisfy. However, there are some additional properties for the pair-only measures.
2.1.1. General Correlation Properties. Given an itemset S = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m } with mitems in a dataset with sample size n, the true probability is tp = P(S), the expected probability under the assumption of independence is ep = m i=1 P(I i ), and the occurrence is k = P(S) · n. These parameters will be used in different correlation measures, and we use "Support" and "true probability" interchangeably in this article. Correlation measures can be generalized as M = f (tp, ep). For example, Leverage [Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991] is tp − ep. The following seven properties provide guidelines for a good correlation measure M according to users' needs:
The first three properties are proposed by Piatetsky-Shapiro [1991] . They regulate the change between tp and ep and should be mandatory for any good correlation measure. The first property requires a constant C to indicate independency when the actual probability is the same as the expected probability. It is positive correlation when above C and negative correlation when below C. The second property requires the correlation value to increase when the expected probability stays the same while the actual probability goes up. In other words, the itemset deserves more credit when we have the same expectation but the actual performance is better. Similarly, the correlation value will decrease when the expected probability goes up while the actual probability stays the same.
These three mandatory properties screen out some bad correlation measures, but there are still some other poor correlation measures that satisfy all three mandatory properties. In order to solve the problem, we proposed another two desired properties, which are the fourth and fifth properties. The fourth property is that it is impossible to find any strong positive correlation from itemsets occurring rarely. In other words, it at least has to happen several times in order to be statistically validated. We want to find significant patterns rather than coincidences. This property helps to rule out measures that cannot tell correlated patterns from uncorrelated patterns well. For the fifth property, we give some penalty for adding independent items in order to make highly correlated itemsets stand out. In the extreme case, when a lot of independent items are added, the final itemset is dominated by the independence and the correlation value should be very close to the constant C. The fifth property is related to an agreement of how to rank differently.
In addition, we proposed two optional properties, which are the sixth and seventh properties. The sixth property expects the strongest negatively correlated itemsets coming from the low Support region. It is quite intuitive since the stronger negative correlation means a lower chance of them happening together. The fourth property checks whether correlation measures can correctly evaluate positive correlation, while the sixth property checks the correct evaluation for negative correlation. Therefore, if users are only interested in positive correlation, it doesn't matter if the correlation measure cannot satisfy the sixth property. Similarly, if users are only interested in negative correlation, it doesn't matter if the correlation measure cannot satisfy the fourth property. However, we treat the fourth property as desired and the sixth property as optional for the following reason. If we consider the absence of an item I as the presence of the absence, we can find a positive correlation like {A,B, C} and we understand how A, B, and C are correlated with each other. From the negative correlation {A, B, C}, we don't know how A, B, and C are correlated with each other. The seventh property indicates that the correlation measure should increase our confidence about the positive or negative correlation of the given itemset S when we get more sample data from the same population. However, we prefer it to be optional for two reasons. First, we can always make our correlation measures a function of the sample size isolated from other parameters. In that way, we can either keep the sample size parameter to satisfy the last property or drop the sample size parameter. Second, we might want to compare the correlation from different sources that have different sample sizes. In order to conduct a fair comparison, we might not want the correlation measure to satisfy the last property.
2.1.2. Additional Properties for Pair-Only Measures. In addition to the previous seven properties for both general and pair-only measures, Tan et al. [2005] proposed three additional properties for the pair-only-type measures based on operations for 2 × 2 contingency tables. Table I shows a typical 2 × 2 contingency table for a pair of binary variables, A and B. Each entry f ij in this 2 × 2 tables denotes a frequency count.
The three proposed properties on a two contingency table are as follows:
AP1: M remains the same when exchanging the frequency count f 11 with f 00 and f 10 with f 01 . AP2: M remains the same by only increasing f 00 . AP3: M remains the same under the row/column scaling operation from Table T The first property is the inversion property, which argues that the correlation of A and B should be the same as that ofĀ andB. The second property is the null addition property. Tan et al. argued that the correlation between two items should not be affected by adding unrelated data to a given dataset. For example, we are interested in analyzing the relationship between a pair of words, such as data and mining, in a set of computer science papers. The association between data and mining should not be affected by adding a collection of articles about ice fishing. The third property is the scaling property. Mosteller [1968] presented the following example to illustrate the scaling property. Tables II and III show the contingency tables for gender and  the grades achieved by students enrolled in a particular course in 1993 and 2004, respectively. The data in these tables showed that the number of male students has doubled since 1993, while the number of female students has increased by a factor of 3. However, the male students in 2004 are not performing any better than those in 1993 because the ratio of male students who achieve a high grade to those who achieve a low grade is still the same, that is, 3:4. Similarly, the female students in 2004 are performing the same as those in 1993. However, the purpose of these three properties proposed by Tan et al. is to categorize correlation measures. They don't provide any guideline for choosing the proper correlation measure according to users' situations. In fact, we argue that these three properties are not desirable correlation properties.
For the first inversion property, we argue that the correlation of Aand B is determined by f 11 or the other three occurrences f 01 , f 10 , and f 00 instead of f 00 alone. In Table IV , we can fix the true probability and the expected probability of A ∩ B, but alternate the values of f 01 , f 10 , and f 00 to generate another table, Table V. Since the true probability and the expected probability of A and B are the same in these two tables, the correlation of A and B in these two tables is the same. If the inversion property stands, we can conclude that the correlation ofĀ andB in Table IV is equal to the correlation ofĀ and B in Table V , which is controversial.
For the second null addition property, the correlation of A and B should be the same if only we fix the values of f 11 , f 01 , and f 10 . Given the extreme example that we add a huge number of ice fishing documents into the set of computer science papers, the ice fishing documents start to dominate the corpus and the set of computer science papers becomes the background noise. Although the co-occurrence of the pair of words "data" and "mining" is not changed, intuitively, we don't want the correlation between "data" and "mining" to be as strong as that in the initial setting since it is the background noise now. We can also analyze this case in another way. The actual probability of A and B is f 11 /( f 11 + f 01 + f 10 + f 00 ) and the expected probability of A and B is ( f 11 + f 10 )/( f 11 + f 01 + f 10 + f 00 ) · ( f 11 + f 01 )/( f 11 + f 01 + f 10 + f 00 ). For the pair A and B, both the actual probability and the expected probability decrease when f 00 increases. The decrease of the actual probability lowers the correlation according to Property 2, and the decrease of the expected probability increases the correlation according to Property 3. The final change of correlation is due to the tradeoff between the effect from the actual probability and that from the expected probability, and it is unnecessary for these to be the same. When we add a huge number of ice fishing documents into the set of computer science papers, the Support of the pair of words "data" and "mining" is close to 0. The correlation of the pair of words "data" and "mining" should also be close to the constant number C according to Property 4, which also contradicts the null addition property.
For the third scaling property, let's reconsider the gender-grade example shown in Tables II and III . Though the ratio of male students who achieved a high grade to those who achieved a low grade in 1993 is still the same as that of 2004, the ratio of male students who achieved a high grade to those who achieved a low grade is different from that of females. Since the portion of the male students has changed from 1993 to 2004, we are expecting that the high-grade students are less likely to be male in 2004. The correlation between grade and gender should be changed.
Though we doubt the three addition properties qualify as desirable properties and the experimental results in this article support our arguments, it is still up to users' choice.
Formulas and Property Satisfaction
In this section, we study the correlation measures for both the general and the pair-only types and their property satisfaction.
General Correlation Measures.
Support. Support of the itemset S is the proportion of transactions that contain S. Using Support, the level of correlation is simply the fraction of times that the items co-occur. As a metric, Support facilitates fast search, but it has drawbacks [Brin et al. 1997a [Brin et al. , 1997b . For example, the finding that A and B occur together in 81% of the transactions is not interesting if A and B both occur in 90% of the transactions. This would be expected since P(A) = P(A|B) and P(B) = P(B|A). A and B are not correlated, even though they together have very high Support. Among all the seven properties mentioned previously, Support only satisfies Properties 2 and 6.
1 Since even two mandatory properties are violated by Support, it is a poor correlation measure.
Any-confidence. Any-confidence [Omiecinski 2003 ] of the itemset S is the ratio of its probability to the probability of the item with the lowest probability in S: AnyConf idence(S) = P(S)/min(P(I 1 ), P(I 2 ), . . . , P(I m )). The value of Any-confidence is the upper bound of the confidence of all association rules that can be generated from the itemset S. It helps us to determine whether we can find at least one rule that has a confidence greater than the specified threshold. However, it is not designed as a correlation measure and does not have a downward closure property to facilitate search.
All-confidence. All-confidence [Omiecinski 2003 ] of the itemset S is the ratio of its probability to the probability of the item with the highest probability in S: AllConf idence(S) = P(S)/max(P(I 1 ), P(I 2 ), . . . , P(I m )). The value of All-confidence is the lower bound of the confidence of all association rules that can be generated from the itemset S. Although All-confidence itself possesses the downward closure property to facilitate search, it is not designed as a correlation measure and suffers the same problems as Support. Theoretically, All-confidence lacks comparison to the expected probability under the independence assumption. Like Support, it satisfies only the second and sixth of the seven desired correlation measure properties. Practically, All-confidence shares three problems with Support. First, it is biased toward itemsets with high Support items. If an itemset S consists of independent, high Support items, Support(S) will be high (despite the independence), and AllConf idence(S) will also be high. This problem is exaggerated if we extend our search to include the presence of some items and the absence of others, since absence of a rare item is itself a high Support item. This is typically not relevant in marketing but could be in, for example, genetic data. Second, intuitively, we want exact-length correlation patterns. However, All-confidence is biased to short itemsets as its value decreases monotonically with increasing itemset size. More maximal All-confidence sets are likely to be 2-itemsets like maximal frequent itemsets. Third, the antimonotone property makes it difficult to compare correlation among itemsets of different sizes.
Bond/Jaccard. Bond [Omiecinski 2003 ] of the itemset S is the ratio of its probability to the probability of the union of all the items in S: Bond(S) = P(S)/P(I 1 ∪ I 2 ∪ · · · ∪ I m ). Usually, Jaccard is used for pairs and Bond is used for itemsets, but they share the same idea. Bond is similar to Support but with respect to a related subset of the data rather than the entire dataset. Like Support and All-confidence, Bond possesses the downward closure property. Given a set of strongly related rare items, both Bond and All-confidence can assign a high score for this itemset, which can relieve the disadvantage of Support. However, worse than All-confidence, Bond satisfies only the sixth of the seven correlation measure properties and measures correlation in a suboptimal way.
n cells in the contingency table must be considered for the previous Pearson χ 2 statistic. The computation of the statistic itself is intractable for high-dimensional data. However, we can still use the basic idea behind the χ 2 -statistic to create the Simplified χ 2 -statistic:
2 /ep, where the cell r corresponds to the exact itemset S. Since the Simplified χ 2 -statistic is more computationally desirable, in the rest of the article we only discuss the properties and experimental results of the Simplified χ 2 -statistic. The value of the Simplified χ 2 -statistic is always larger than 0 and cannot differentiate positive from negative correlation. Therefore, we take advantage of the comparison between tp and ep. If tp > ep, it is a positive correlation. Then the Simplified χ 2 -statistic is equal to
2 /ep. This transformed Simplified χ 2 -statistic is mathematically favorable. Larger positive numbers indicate stronger positive correlation, 0 indicates no correlation, and larger (in magnitude) negative numbers indicate stronger negative correlation.
Probability Ratio/Lift/Interest Factor. Probability Ratio [Brin et al. 1997b ] is the ratio of its actual probability to its expected probability under the assumption of independence. It is calculated as follows: ProbabilityRatio(S) = tp/ep. This measure is straightforward and means how many times the itemset S happens more than expected. In some cases, we also use the log value of Probability Ratio. In that way, we make the constant number C in the first mandatory property 0, which is consistent with other measures. However, this measure might not still be a reasonable correlation measure to use. The problem is that it favors the itemsets containing a large number of items rather than significant trends in the data. For example, given a common transaction containing 30 items and each item in this transaction has a 50% chance to be bought individually, the expected probability for this transaction is 9.31 * 10 −10 if all the items are independent. Even if this transaction coincidentally happened once out of 1 million transactions, its Probability Ratio is 1,073, which is still very high. However, a single transaction is hardly something that we are interested in.
Leverage. An itemset S with higher Support and low Probability Ratio may be more interesting than an alternative itemset S with low Support and high Probability Ratio. Introduced by Piatesky-Shapiro [1991] , Leverage(S) = tp − ep. It measures the difference between the actual probability of an itemset S and its expected probability if all the items in S are independent from each other. Since m i=1 P(I i ) is always no less than 0, Leverage(S) can never be bigger than P(S). Therefore, Leverage is biased to high Support itemsets.
Likelihood Ratio. Likelihood Ratio is similar to a statistical test based on the loglikelihood ratio described by Dunning [1993] . The concept of a likelihood measure can be used to statistically test a given hypothesis by applying the Likelihood Ratio test. Essentially, we take the ratio of the highest likelihood possible given our hypothesis to the likelihood of the best "explanation" overall. The greater the value of the ratio is, the stronger our hypothesis will be.
To apply the Likelihood Ratio test as a correlation measure, it is useful to consider the binomial distribution. This is a function of three variables: Pr( p, k, n) → [0 : 1]. Given our assumption of independence of all items in the itemset S, we predict that each trial has a probability of success ep. Then the binomial likelihood of observing k out of n transactions containing S is Pr (ep, k, n) . However, the best possible explanation of the probability of containing S is tp instead of ep. Therefore, we perform the Likelihood Ratio test, comparing the binomial likelihood of observing k transactions under the assumption of independence with the best possible binomial explanation. Formally, the Likelihood Ratio in this case is LikelihoodRatio(S) = Pr(tp, k, n)/Pr (ep, k, n) .
In the rest of the article, we use a transformed Likelihood Ratio to measure correlation for two reasons. First, since the actual Likelihood Ratio could be extremely large, we use the ln value instead of its original value. Second, the numerator of the Likelihood Ratio is the maximal likelihood of the real situation, so the Likelihood Ratio is always larger than 1 and cannot differentiate positive from negative correlation. When calculating the transformed Likelihood Ratio, we take advantage of the comparison between tp and ep. If tp > ep, it is a positive correlation. Then the transformed Likelihood Ratio is equal to ln(LikelihoodRatio(S)). If tp < ep, it is a negative correlation. Then the transformed Likelihood Ratio is equal to −ln(LikelihoodRatio(S)). This transformed Likelihood Ratio is mathematically favorable. Larger positive numbers indicate stronger positive correlation, 0 indicates no correlation, and larger (in magnitude) negative numbers indicate stronger negative correlation.
BCPNN. Probability Ratio is straightforward and means how many times the combination happens more than expected. However, the Probability Ratio is very volatile when the expected value is small, which makes it favor coincidences rather than significant trends in the data. In order to solve the problem, we use shrinkage [Bate et al. 1998; Dumouchel 1999; Norén et al. 2008 ] to regularize and reduce the volatility of a measure by trading a bias to no correlation for decreased variance. For an itemset S, the calculated tp is 0 if S is not observed in the dataset. However, we might get some transactions containing S if we get more samples. In order to make the conservative estimation to the ground tp and ep, we add a continuity correction number here. Suppose the continuity correction is cc; the formula of BCPNN is BCPNN = ln(tp + cc)/(ep + cc). Normally, we set cc = 0.5/n when the dataset is relatively clean; however, it could be any positive number theoretically. Especially when the dataset contains a lot of noisy data, we might use a larger number to make a more conservative estimate. This shrinkage strength has been successfully applied to pattern discovery in the analysis of large collections of individual case safety reports. Norén et al. [2008] claimed that it precludes highlighting any pattern based on less than three events but is still able to find strongly correlated rare patterns. In general, the strength and direction of the shrinkage can be adjusted by altering the magnitude and ratio of the constants added to the nominator and denominator, which will be fully discussed in Section 2.3. From a frequency perspective, BCPNN is a conservative version of Probability Ratio, tending toward 0 for rare events and with better variance properties. As tp and ep increase, the impact of the shrinkage diminishes. LEMMA 1. Given the ground true probability p for an itemset S in the dataset with n transactions, the variance of Probability Ratio approaches to ∞ and the variance of BCPNN approaches to 0 when p → 0.
PROOF. Since the occurrence of S, denoted by X, follows the binomial distribution, we get E(X) = n · p and
Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction Inspired by the shrinkage technique applied to BCPNN, we propose a new correlation measure, Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction (SCWCC). Suppose the continuity correction is cc; we add cc additional occurrence to both the actual events and the expected events. The formula of SCWCC is
As tp gets closer to 0, the upper bound of Likelihood Ratio, Leverage, BCPNN, and SCWCC gets closer to the constant number C. However, different measures have different biases toward different Support regions, which will be discussed in Section 2.3.
IS measure.
Since interest factor (Probability Ratio) favors rare combinations rather than significant trends in the data and Support favors frequent combinations rather than strong correlation, Tan et al. [2000] proposed Interest factor with Support (IS), which is the square root of the product of Interest factor and Support, that is,
When measuring pairs for binary data, IS is exactly cosine similarity, which is n
Therefore, we treat the cosine similarity as a special case of IS when measuring binary data. Intuitively, IS is large when both Probability Ratio and Support are large enough. In fact, the IS value of a rare large combination is still very large, which is not that much better than Probability Ratio. In addition, when all the items in the itemset S are independent of each other, that is, tp = ep, IS = √ ep, which is not constant. It violates the first mandatory property.
Two-way Support/the Simplified Mutual Information.
Sharing the same idea with IS, Zhong et al. [2001] proposed the Two-way Support measure, which is the product of Support and the log value of Probability Ratio, that is, TwoWaySupport(S) = tp · ln(tp/ep). It adopts the exact idea of Mutual Information [Everett 1957 ] to measure the correlation for the target cell. The relationship between Two-way Support and Mutual Information is very similar to that between Simplified χ 2 -statistic and χ 2 -statistic mentioned earlier. The computation of the Mutual Information itself is intractable for high-dimensional data. Therefore, Two-way Support, a more computational desirable version, is selected for evaluation. Better than IS, Two-way Support satisfies the first mandatory property and uses the log value of Probability Ratio to suppress the increase of Probability Ratio. As Support approaches 0, the decrease from Support dominates the increase from the log value of Probability Ratio; that is, its upper bound is close to 0. However, the side effect is that its lower bound also approaches 0 when Support is close to 0. In other words, there are no significant negatively correlated patterns for low Support itemsets, which is wrong.
Simplified χ
2 with Support. Both Simplified χ 2 and Probability Ratio favor rare combinations rather than significant trends in the data. Inspired by the IS measure, we propose a new correlation measure called Simplified χ 2 with Support (SCWS), which is the product of Simplified χ 2 and Support. The formula of SCWS is SCWS(S) = tp · (tp − ep) 2 /ep. Better than the IS measure, SCWS satisfies the first mandatory property. However, the same as the IS measure, the SCWS value of a rare large combination is still very large. In addition, the same as Two-way Support, the SCWS value of the Table I , the commonly used pair-only-type correlation measures are calculated as follows.
φ Correlation Coefficient. The φ Correlation Coefficient [Reynold 1977 ] is derived from Pearson's Correlation Coefficient for binary variables. The formula of the φ Correlation Coefficient is as follows:
It measures the linear relationship between two binary variables.
Relative Risk. Relative Risk [Sistrom and Garvan 2004] is the ratio of the probability of the event occurring in the exposed group versus a nonexposed group. It is often used to compare the risk of developing a side effect in people receiving a drug versus people not receiving the treatment. Given Table I , the Relative Risk for the event B within the two situations defined by A andĀ is
Odds Ratio. The Odds Ratio [Mosteller 1968 ] is a measure of effect size, describing the strength of nonindependence between two binary variables and comparing them symmetrically. It plays an important role in logistic regression. The Odds Ratio is the ratio of the odds of an event occurring in one group to the odds of it occurring in another group. In Table I , the odds for B within the two subpopulations defined by A andĀ are defined in terms of the conditional probabilities in Table VI . Thus, the Odds Ratio is (
. The final expression is easy to remember as the product of the concordant cells (A = B) divided by the product of the discord cells ( A = B). Since Relative Risk is a more intuitive measure of effectiveness, the distinction is important especially in cases of medium to high probabilities. If action A carries a risk of 99.9% and action B a risk of 99.0% then the Relative Risk is just over 1, while the odds associated with action A are almost 10 times higher than the odds with B. In medical research, the Odds Ratio is favored for case-control studies and retrospective studies. Relative Risk is used in randomized controlled trials and cohort studies.
Conviction. Conviction [Brin et al. 1997b ] is calculated as f 1+ * f +0 / f 10 . Logically, A → B can be rewritten as ¬(A ∧ ¬B). Similar to Lift, f 11 /( f 1+ * f +1 ), which seeks the deviation from independence between A and B, Conviction examines how far A ∧ ¬B deviates from independence. In other words, Conviction looks for the correlation underlying the rule A → B instead of the pair A and B.
Added Value. Similar to Conviction, Added Value [Zhong et al. 1999 ] is a measure for rules instead of pairs. Given the rule A → B, Added Value measures the difference between Support(B) in the whole population and that in the population A. Specifically, AddedValue(A → B) = P(B|A) − P(B). If we transform the formula, we get Leverage(A, B) will also be small. The Added Value tries to divide the Leverage by P(A) to prompt the correlated pattern in the small population. 
AddedValue(A → B) = (P(A ∧ B) − P(A) · P(B))/P(A) = Leverage(A, B)/P(A). It is the Leverage tuned by P(A). When P( A) is small,
Relative Risk
Odds Ratio
2.2.3. Summary of Correlation Measures. We have categorized both general and paironly correlation measures. The general type can be further divided into three subcategories: suboptimal measures, basic measures, and adjusted measures. Support, Any-confidence, All-confidence, and Bond are the suboptimal measures. All of them have no direct comparison with the expected probability and violate more than one mandatory correlation property. The basic correlation measures, derived from simple statistical theories, include Simplified χ 2 , Probability Ratio, Leverage, and Likelihood Ratio. They satisfy all three mandatory properties, but they might violate some desirable correlation properties. The measures adjusted by continuity correction are BCPNN and Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction. They use the shrinkage technique to reduce the volatility of a measure by trading a bias to no correlation for decreased variance. In this way, we modify the basic correlation measures to satisfy all the desirable properties. The measures adjusted by Support include IS, Two-way Support, and SCWS. They try to adjust the basic measures by multiplying Support to suppress the increase from correlation measures when Support is close to 0. Table VII shows the original formulas of measures, and Table VIII is a summary of the original version measures with regard to all 10 properties.
The Upper and Lower Bounds of Measures
Among 18 correlation measures we study, the three mandatory properties proposed by Piatetsky-Shapiro only screen out five measures. The two desired properties proposed by us together with the three mandatory properties can successfully narrow down the 
candidate list to five measures: Leverage, Likelihood Ratio, BCPNN, Two-way Support, and SCWCC. Since the candidate list still has five measures, the natural question is, "Do they retrieve the same results? If not, what are the differences?" In order to check the difference, we study the upper and lower bounds of different measures when tp is fixed and discuss the tradeoff between Support and itemset size in this section.
Support. Since Support(S) = tp, both the upper bound and the lower bound of Support(S) is tp.
Any-confidence. Since tp ≤ P(I i ) ≤ 1 for each item I i in S, the minimal value of min(P({I i |I i ∈ S})) is tp. Suppose the maximal value of min(P({I i |I i ∈ S})) is x; then we need to find the maximal x that satisfies P(I 1 ) ≥ x, P(I 2 ) ≥ x, . . . , and P(I m ) ≥ x. In order to maintain the value of tp, x is the maximal value that all the P(I i ) can reach simultaneously. According to Theorem 1, we get x = (m−1+tp)/m. Therefore, the upper bound of Any-confidence(S) is tp/tp = 1 and the lower bound is tp/((m
All-confidence. Since tp ≤ P(I i ) ≤ 1 for each item I i in S and P(I 1 ∩ I 2 ∩ . . . ∩ I m ) = tp holds when each P(I i ) = tp, the minimal value of max(P({I i |I i ∈ S})) is tp when each P(I i ) = tp. When a certain P(I i ) = 1, it is still possible for P(I 1 ∩ I 2 ∩ . . . ∩ I m ) = tp. Therefore, the maximal value of max(P({I i |I i ∈ S})) is 1. Then, the upper bound of All-confidence(S) is tp/tp = 1 and the lower bound is tp/1 = tp.
Bond. Since tp ≤ P(I i ) ≤ 1 for each item I i in S and P(I 1 ∩ I 2 ∩ . . . ∩ I m ) = tp holds when each P(I i ) = tp, the minimal value of P(I 1 ∪ I 2 ∪· · ·∪ I m ) is tp when each P(I i ) = tp. When a certain P(I i ) = 1, it is still possible for P(I 1 ∩ I 2 ∩ . . . ∩ I m ) = tp. Therefore, the maximal value of P(I 1 ∪ I 2 ∪ · · · ∪ I m ) is 1. Then, the upper bound of Bond(S) is tp/tp = 1 and the lower bound is tp/1 = tp.
Correlation measures satisfying Property 3.
In the following, we study the upper and lower bounds of the correlation measure satisfying Property 3. (2) Given the itemset {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m }, we have
. . .
and the Support P(I 1 = 1) for each item I 1 is
Given the cell {I 1 = 1, I 2 , . . . , I p = 0, . . . , I q = 0, . . . , I m } with more than two items having value 0, if its probability is greater than 0, we can decrease its probability to 0 and increase the probability of the cell {I 1 = 1, I 2 , . . . , I p = 1, . . . , I q = 0, . . . , I m } (or {I 1 = 1, I 2 , . . . , I p = 0, . . . , I q = 1, . . . , I m }). By doing that, we keep P(I 1 = 1) the same but increase P(I p = 1) (or P(I q = 1)).
Since ep = m i=1 P(I i = 1), ep can be increased by adjusting the probability of the cell with more than two absent items to 0. Therefore, in order to get the maximal ep, we can simplify Equation (1) to PROOF. Given any correlation measure that satisfies Property 3, its correlation value should monotonically decrease with the increase of ep when tp is fixed. In other words, this measure reaches its upper bound when ep reaches the lower bound tp m , given the itemset size m and the actual probability tp. Similarly, any correlation measure that satisfies Property 3 reaches its lower bound when ep reaches the upper bound.
Pair-only correlation measures. All the pair-only correlation measures in this article satisfy Property 3. Given tp and m = 2, tp 2 ≤ ep ≤ ((1 + tp)/2) 2 . They reach their upper bound when ep = tp 2 . When ep = tp 2 , we have f 10 = 0, f 01 = 0, and f 00 = n − f 11 . According to the formulas shown in Table VII , it is easy to get φ ub = 1, RelativeRisk ub = ∞, OddsRatio ub = ∞, Conviction ub = ∞, and AddedValue ub = 1 − tp. In order to get their lower bounds, there are three promising situations: (1) f 11 = tp, f 10 = 1 − tp − , f 01 = , and f 00 = 0, where is a very small positive number; (2) f 11 = tp, f 10 = , f 01 = 1 − tp − , and f 00 = 0, where is a very small positive number; (3) f 11 = tp, f 10 = (1 − tp)/2, f 01 = (1 − tp)/2, and f 00 = 0. φ reaches its lower bound − Figure 1 , Anyconfidence has the fixed upper bound 1, but the lower bound of Any-confidence increases with the increase of tp. Given an itemset with the fixed Support tp and the fixed itemset size m, we assume its Any-confidence follows a certain distribution between its upper bound 1 and the lower bound m · tp/(m − 1 + tp). The expected Any-confidence increases with the increase of tp when m is fixed, and the expected Any-confidence decreases with the increase of m when tp is fixed. Any-confidence favors high Support and small-size itemsets. Similar to Any-confidence, All-confidence and Bond favor high Support itemsets. Though the lower bounds of All-confidence and Bond have nothing to do with the itemset size m, Support favors small-size itemsets by its nature. Therefore, All-confidence and Bond favor small-size itemsets indirectly. In addition, the lower bounds of All-confidence and Bond are lower than that of Anyconfidence. Therefore, All-confidence and Bond favor higher Support itemsets than Any-confidence. Other general measures. The upper bounds of the Simplified χ 2 -statistic and Probability Ratio increase to infinity when Support is close to 0, which means they favor coincidences rather than significant patterns. The only special situation is that the upper bound of the Simplified χ 2 -statistic is equal to 1 instead of ∞ when the itemset size is 2. That explains why χ 2 works well for pairs but poorly for larger itemsets. As we increase the itemset size, the upper bounds of the Simplified χ 2 -statistic and Probability Ratio get higher as Support approaches 0. Compared to the Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Probability Ratio is more biased to low Support itemsets with large size.
Leverage, Likelihood Ratio, BCPNN, Two-way Support, and SCWCC reach their highest upper bound when tp is between 0 and 1. For Leverage, the maximal value is reached when tp is between 0.5 and 0.8. In other words, the itemset with tp between 0.5 and 0.8 has a better chance to get a higher value. As we can see, different measures favor different tp regions. According to Figures 2 and 3 , BCPNN favors lowest Support itemsets, followed by SCWCC, Likelihood Ratio, Two-way Support, and Leverage. The favored Support range of BCPNN and SCWCC can be adjusted by different continuity correction numbers according to Figure 3 . Normally, we recommend cc = 0.5/n for clean datasets. If the dataset is noisy, we might use a larger value to favor a relatively high Support region to suppress false-positive correlations from the noisy data in the low Support region, but the large value will also suppress true positive correlations in the low Support region at the same time. Therefore, improper cc adjustment will degrade the effectiveness of BCPNN and SCWCC. Tan et al. [2000] purposed IS by hoping the additional Support can suppress the increase of Probability Ratio when Support is close to 0. It works for 2-itemsets but fails for large-size itemsets. Better than IS, Two-way Support successfully decreases the upper bound when Support is close to 0. However, the lower bound trend is also reversed when the Support is close to 0, which is not what we want. We expect the highest negatively correlated itemsets to come from the low Support region. The Simplified χ 2 with Support has both the disadvantage of IS and the disadvantage of Two-way Support. It successfully suppresses the upper bound of 2-itemsets and 3-itemsets, but not for itemsets with size greater than 3. In addition, the trend of lower bound is reversed when the Support is close to 0.
Pair-only measures. The upper bound of φ-coefficient, Relative Risk, Odds Ratio, and Conviction is a fixed number; they don't favor any region. The highest value can come from anywhere. The upper bound of Added Value decreases with the increase of Support, and it favors the low Support region. 
EXPERIMENTS
There is no ground truth for us to compare with for real-life datasets as correlation search is an unsupervised learning procedure. Therefore, we will make use of the characteristics of different datasets to evaluate the performance of different measures. Although correlated pairs are a special case of correlated itemsets, we will check the performance on correlated pair search and correlated itemset search separately because some correlation functions can only measure pairs.
Experiments on Correlated Pair Search
3.1.1. OMOP Dataset. The Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP 2 ) is a public-private partnership to help monitor drug safety. For observational analysis, we want to find a correlation between drugs and conditions from a population. To facilitate the methodological research, it typically requires some "gold standard" to measure performance. However, the ground truth may not be absolutely determined because most observational data sources are poorly characterized, and clinical observations may be insufficiently recorded or poorly validated. Because of these issues, OMOP developed a simulation procedure to supplement the methods evaluation.
The simulated dataset has predefined associations between drugs and conditions. For each condition, each synthetic patient has a prevalent probability of having it. When the patient takes the related drugs for a certain condition, the probability of having it will increase. The dataset contains 10 million persons, more than 90 million drug exposures from 5,000 unique drugs, and more than 300 million condition occurrences from 4,500 unique conditions over a span of 10 years. In order to simulate reality, most drugs and conditions only happen a few times. Therefore, only 1/3 of the predefined associations are observed in the simulated dataset. In addition, among those predefined associations being observed, most of them only occur a small number of times.
A key step in the application of our correlation measure is the mapping of the data into drug-condition two-by-two tables, and then we can calculate the correlation between drugs and conditions. Among different ways of constructing two-by-two tables for longitudinal data (such as claims databases or electronic health records), we only use the "Modified SRS" method [OMOP 2010 ] to construct the two-by-two contingency table, which is the benchmark proposed by OMOP.
We check the bias and performance for each measure. First, we calculated the average Support of the top-K pairs retrieved by each measure. If the value is large, the measure favors frequent correlation patterns. Second, the mean average precision (MAP), a commonly used metric in the field of information retrieval, is used to evaluate each method. It measures how well a system ranks items and emphasizes ranking true positive items higher. Let y dc be equal to 1 if the dth drug causes the cth condition, and
The MAP is very similar to the area under the precision-recall curve, which penalizes both types of misclassification: identifying a correlation when no relationship exists (false positive) and failing to identify true correlations (false negative). Table X shows the average Support of the top 1,000 pairs and the MAP for each measure. Since only 1/3 of the predefined associations are observed in the dataset, no method can achieve MAP beyond 0.33 unless it can infer unobserved drug-condition correlations. In Section 2.1, correlation properties are categorized into four groups: mandatory, desired, optional, and pair-only. Here, we study the effectiveness of these properties in terms of selecting good correlation measures. First, Support, Any-confidence, Allconfidence, Bond, and IS violate some mandatory properties, and all their MAPs are below 0.1. If the correlation measures satisfy all the mandatory properties, all their MAPs are above 0.1 except Odds Ratio, which is frequently used for case-control studies and retrospective studies. Second, among all the measures satisfying all the three mandatory properties, if they satisfy two desired properties proposed in this article, their MAPs are generally better. In order to simulate reality, most drugs and conditions only happen a few times; therefore, the Support of most predefined associations is small. However, Leverage favors the high Support region, and that is why Leverage doesn't work well in this dataset. According to the average Support of the top 1,000 pairs, Leverage favors the highest Support pairs, followed by Two-way Support, Likelihood Ratio, SCWCC, and BCPNN, which is consistent with Figures 2, 3 , and 4. Here, we are measuring the performance of pair search. If we only consider the upper bound for pairs, SCWS and Simplified χ 2 -statistic also satisfy two desired properties and their MAPs are good. This also explains why statisticians usually use χ 2 -statistic for pairs but doubt the performance of χ 2 -statistic for large-size itemsets. When searching for correlated pairs, satisfying Property 5 is unnecessary since it regulates the pattern for itemsets. Therefore, the performance of φ-coefficient is good as long as it satisfies Property 4. The upper bound of Probability Ratio increases to infinity when P(S) is close to 0. It favors coincidences rather than significant correlations in the data, which is verified by its small average Support of the top 1,000 pairs. Third, Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Likelihood Ratio, and SCWCC satisfy all the optional properties. Here, we are not interested in negative correlations and search only for positive correlations in one centered dataset. Therefore, the optional properties won't help us to identify good correlation measures in this experiment. Fourth, satisfying the first and third additional properties cannot help us to identity good correlation measures. In addition, only bad correlation measures satisfy the second additional properties. Therefore, we doubt that the three additional properties qualify as desired properties.
3.1.2. Facebook Dataset. We crawled Facebook for the University of Iowa community. The resulting dataset contains 41,073 people and their friend information within this community. If we consider each friend list as a transaction and people as items in the transaction, we can calculate the correlation between any two people in this community and get a ranking list of how strongly people are correlated with each other. However, we don't have the ground truth of whether two given people are correlated or not in this real-life dataset. Therefore, we can only naively assume two given people are correlated with each other if they are friends of each other. Since the ground truth is not perfect, the experimental result is only complementary to the OMOP result. By using the friend relationships within this community, we can calculate the MAP to evaluate the friend ranking list as we do in the OMOP dataset. Another interesting question related to this dataset is how other people are correlated to a particular person. The ranking list of this type is useful for friend recommendations in Facebook. Similarly, we can calculate the MAP for each ranking list related to a particular person and then average all the personal MAP values. All the evaluation values are shown in Table XI .
Surprisingly, suboptimal measures work pretty well in this application. The result supports why the Facebook friend recommender system recommends the person with the most common friends. The reason that suboptimal measures work well in this application is as follows. If two people know 90% of the people in this community and have a lot of common friends, the chance for them to know each other is high. Knowing each other doesn't mean a high correlation with each other. We use friendship as an indicator for correlation because there is no better indicator for this dataset. Although friendship biases to Support, measures like Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Leverage, Likelihood Ratio, BCPNN, SCWCC, Two-way Support, and SCWS, which satisfy all the mandatory and relaxed desired properties, can still do slightly better than Support. Another interesting measure that works well for mean personal MAP in this application is Added Value. The formula, P(B|A)− P(B), indicates that B can achieve a high score if B knows most of the people A knows. In social activity, B usually has a tight connection with A first in order to know most of the people A knows.
Experiments on Correlated Itemset Search
3.2.1. Simulated Dataset. Since the exact ground truth for real-life datasets is impossible to get, we will use simulated datasets to test the performance of different measures for correlated itemset search. Our simulation procedure is as follows:
(1) A set of occurrence probabilities p i for each item following a power law distribution is generated. (2) A set of cause-effect pairs is randomly selected one by one from all the possible pairs, and each cause-effect pair is associated with a randomly assigned probability. If the current pair generates a chain cycle with previous pairs, we will discard the current pair instead of selecting it as a cause-effect pair. For example, if A → B and B → C have been selected previously and we currently select C → A, the pair C → A will be discarded. We don't allow a circle because it might magnify correlation. (3) In the beginning, each item is generated independently according to its occurrence probability p i for each transaction. (4) For each cause-effect pair I cause → I effect , we search for the transactions in which I cause occurs but I effect does not. For each of the related transactions, the status of I effect might be changed to occurrence with the probability associated with this cause-effect pair in
Step 2. Figure 6 shows an example of a simulated dataset with nine items. It has six causeeffect pairs: B → E, C → D, D → E, E → F, E → H, and H → I. For the two pairs I cause1 → I effect1 and I cause2 → I effect2 , we can connect them to form a chain I cause1 → I effect1 → I effect2 if I effect1 and I cause2 are the same item. If a chain I 1 → I 2 → · · · → I m cannot be expanded by adding any item in the beginning or the end according to the cause-effect pairs, we call it a maximal chain. In this example, there are four maximal chains:
For any itemset S that is a subset of any maximal chain, S is a correlated itemset according to the way we simulate. For example, {C, D, H} is a subset of C → D → E → H → I. It is a correlated itemset in this example.
We use this simulation procedure to simulate datasets with 100 items and 100,000 transactions. In the simulated dataset, 50 pairs are randomly selected as cause-effect pairs. The simulated dataset has 2 100 − 1 − 100 itemsets that contain no less than two items, and we can calculate their correlation and rank them. Since the dataset is simulated by us, we know all the correlated itemsets in it. Suppose the number of correlated itemsets is k; we can check what percentage of the top-k itemsets in the ranking list for each correlation measure correspond to actual correlated itemsets. This percentage is called precision at k. If one correlation measure can perfectly rank all the correlated itemsets in the top-k list, it achieves the perfect score of 1. In addition, we check the average occurrence and size of the top-k itemsets in the ranking list for each correlation measure in order to check their bias on the Support region and the itemset size. Table XII shows the experimental result. First, Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Probability Ratio, IS, and SCWS, which violate the desirable Property 4, all get the precision at k of 0 and the top-k itemsets that all are large size and occur once only. According to their upper bound graph, their upper bound increases when tp is close to 0. Their upper bound also increases with the size of the itemset. Both experimental results and theoretical analysis indicate that Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Probability Ratio, IS, and SCWS favor the large-size itemsets that rarely occur. Second, the precision at k of the correlation measures that satisfy all the three mandatory and the two desirable properties are generally good. However, the performance of each measure in this dataset is totally different from that in the OMOP dataset. For example, Leverage achieves the best score among Leverage, Two-way Support, Likelihood Ratio, SCWCC, and BCPNN in this dataset, but the worst score among the five measures in the OMOP dataset. It is because many correlated itemsets frequently occur in this dataset, while most correlated pairs in OMOP occur few times. Therefore, we need to understand the dataset in order to select the best measure for it. According to the average Support of the top 1,000 pairs, Leverage favors the highest Support itemsets, followed by Two-way Support, Likelihood Ratio, SCWCC, and BCPNN, which is consistent with our upper bound analysis.
Netflix Dataset.
Here, we will make use of the characteristics of the Netflix dataset 3 to evaluate the effectiveness of different correlated itemset search methods. Since the Netflix dataset contains 17,770 movies and has around 480,000 transactions, it is impossible to find the top-k correlated itemsets due to the computational cost. Therefore, we create a subset of Netflix that only contains the first 100 movies (according to the code sequence in the Netflix dataset) and use the brute-force search method to find the top-k correlated itemsets in this subset.
We show the top-3 correlated itemsets of typical measures and the Support for each itemset in Table XIII . First, all three patterns retrieved by Support contain the movie Something's Gotta Give. It is the most popular movie in the subset. Considering that the probability of liking Dragonheart conditioned on liking Something's Gotta Give is lower than the probability of liking Dragonheart, Support is a bad measure for correlation search. Second, Simplified χ 2 -statistic, Probability Ratio, IS, and SCWS violate the desired Property 4, and they retrieve the same three long patterns that only happen once. The upper bounds of these four measures become steeper when the itemset size increases from 2 to 3 to 5, and their upper bounds increase to infinity when Support is close to 0. In other words, they favor rare itemsets with large size. The upper-bound graphs are consistent with the experimental result. If the measure violates the desired properties proposed by us, the performance might be good for pair search, but they are all bad for itemset search. Third, for the measures satisfying all the mandatory and desired properties, Leverage favors frequent correlation patterns followed by Two-way Support, Likelihood Ratio, SCWCC, and BCPNN according to the Support of retrieved itemsets.
In the Netflix data, we can assume movies in the same series are strongly correlated. Since this subset only contains a few movies in the same series, most retrieved patterns are not movies in the same series, which is hard to justify. It would be better if we could find the top-k patterns in the whole Netflix dataset. Therefore, we make use of the maximal fully correlated itemset framework [Duan and Street 2009 ] to find the top-5 patterns in the whole Netflix dataset for four typical measures in Table XIV . Only one of the five patterns retrieved by Support contains movies in the same series. All the five patterns retrieved by Leverage, Likelihood Ratio, and BCPNN are movies in the same series. Leverage and Likelihood Ratio find popular movie series, while BCPNN retrieves unpopular movie series, which is consistent with our correlation analysis.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we did a comprehensive study on effective correlation search for binary data. First, we studied 18 different correlation measures and proposed two desirable properties to help us select good correlation measures. The experiments with both simulated and real-life datasets show that the two desirable properties are very successful for selecting good correlation measures to tell correlated patterns from uncorrelated patterns. Second, we studied different techniques to adjust original correlation measures and used them to propose two new correlation measures: the Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction and the Simplified χ 2 with Support. Third, we studied the upper and lower bounds of different measures to find their different favorable Support region. Although the region favor itself is not a good or bad property, the user can choose the measure that favors his or her preference. Last, we made use of the characteristics of different datasets to validate our conclusions. In Section 1, we mentioned that different correlation measures are favored in different domains by studying the literature related to correlation, and it can be explained by our correlation analysis now. First of all, all of them satisfy our two desirable properties. In text mining, too frequent or rare words don't have too much discriminative power for classification. Therefore, they favor Likelihood Ratio to find the pattern that is not too rare or too frequent [Dunning 1993 ]. In medical domains, the associations between frequent diseases and frequent symptoms have already been observed in the clinical trials. The big issue is how to find the correlation between rare diseases and rare symptoms. That is why they use BCPNN [Bate et al. 1998 ]. In social networks, people are more interested in the patterns affecting a larger population. Therefore, they favor Leverage [Clauset et al. 2004; Duan et al. 2014] . In all, we recommend Leverage for searching obvious patterns in the dataset that we know nothing about; Likelihood Ratio, Simplified χ 2 with Continuity Correction, and Two-way Support for searching typical patterns in the dataset that we know something of; and BCPNN for searching rare patterns in the dataset that we know well.
